SUPERCHARGE OPERATIONS

Current Destinations

Maximize the Value of your IT Ops Data
FAST, EASY AUTOMATED INTEGRATIONS: Whether you are deploying AIOps, advanced IT analytics,
decision support, IT orchestration and automation, security operations, or visualization tools, getting the
maximum value is directly related to the breadth and depth of available operations data.
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Finally! … you, your teams, and your tools have a simplified, easy way to access to all your enterprisewide operations data—regardless of whether the data is cloud-resident or on-premise or a mixture of
both. StreamWeaver efficiently feeds events, metrics, topology, and log data from third-party source
tools into your destination tool(s) of choice.
Keep that data stream flowing with our fault-tolerant, high-throughput, continuously available,
horizontally scalable enterprise architecture while avoiding the costs of building, and maintaining,
brittle integrations.

Integrate your Destination Tool(s) with 3rd-Party Ops Data

… In Just 3 Minutes

StreamWeaver liberates your full stack operations data. With StreamWeaver, you can weave source data
streams into your chosen destination, straight out-of-the-box. We can show you the start-to-finish
integration in just 3 minutes.
Click-and-connect capabilities make this integration quick and easy and without need for costly
application developers or consulting expertise. You can measure the time to integrate in minutes. The
tools and applications below represent our out-of-the-box source and destination mediators available
within the StreamWeaver Platform. If you don’t see something you need, let us know. We are continually
adding sources and destinations and may already be working on it.
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* ServiceNow available through a partnership with AppLink.

Current Sources

AWS Cloudwatch

AppDynamics

Aternity
(Riverbed)

CA APM,
CA UIM

Dynatrace AppMon,
DC RUM,
SaaS/Managed

ElasticSearch

ExtraHop

Google Apigee

Micro Focus APM,
NNMi,
OpsBridge

Microsoft Azure

Microsoft Azure
AppInsights

Microsoft Azure
Log Analytics

Microsoft Office 365

Microsoft SCOM

Nagios

NewRelic

Oracle EM
Cloud Control

Pivotal Cloud
Foundry

Prometheus

SAP HANA

ServiceNow*

SolarWinds DPA,
NPM, SAM,
VMAN

Splunk Enterprise

VMWare vROPs

Zenoss

Now available SaaS, AWS, and on-premise
AWS MARKETPLACE

Making enterprise ITOM data useful and
actionable everywhere you need it.
Contact us to learn more

StreamWeaver offers a systematic, automated approach to distributing valuable operations
data, including event, metric, topology, and log information, from all domains and all clouds to
the applications and teams best positioned to achieve desired business outcomes.  Liberate data from
application, network, storage, database, cloud and other siloed IT operations domains for use in AIOps,
advanced IT analytics, decision support, and visualization tools via a simple, scalable, resilient, and
easy-to-configure platform, reducing integration time from months to minutes. Headquartered in New
York City, the StreamWeaver Platform is used by large ISVs including CA and IBM, and global enterprises
including CVS, AT&T, EY and Humana. For more information, visit www.streamweaver.com.
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